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ADELAIDE WINS THREE INTER-VARITIES

Hockey, Lacrosse, Baseball

Our hockey team withstood the vigorous bustling tactics of Melbourne, the speed and cleverness of Queensland, and the stubborn defence of Tasmania, and remained unbeaten, which is the first time in our history this has happened.

Our intervarsity hockey team can be very proud of themselves after their triumph at the state where they were called upon to play against all styles of game and under all types of conditions. Great credit must also go to each player in the way he stood up to five matches in seven days, a gruelling task in which no one was found wanting.

The players must go to our captain, Chip Tregonning, who led the team with impolite enthusiasm, never allowing them to let up for one minute. He was ably supported by vice-capt. Dave Kirby who kept the right wing as a safe anchor for all the time. The team seemed inspired by these two, and played far above anything that was expected of them.

A detailed description of the matches appears on page eight.

Lacrosse's Fine Win

This year the annual intervarsity lacrosse was played in Melbourne on Wednesday, August 18.

We fielded a very young and inexperienced team, and were not very confident before the match, and were even less so when we were five goals down in the first five minutes. All of these were scored by West, the Melbourne captain. Changes in field position helped out the scoring, but, and the Adelaide team rallied to score two goals by the end of the first quarter.

The second quarter was particularly fast, Adelaide scoring five goals and Melbourne four to make the half-time scores: Melbourne 9, Adelaide 7.

In the third quarter Adelaide continued to attack, and scored four goals to Melbourne's two to make the score eleven all.

The last quarter was very vigorous, Adelaide scoring the only goal in the quarter. The total was five after managing to blanket the Melbourne forwards. The final result: Adelaide 11, Melbourne 11.

The result was particularly pleasing, flying as it was at the Adelaide team were playing their first intervarsity match. A brief resume of the team is as follows:

R. Whisson (goalkeeper). - A typical skilful player in the last half, played faultless lacrosse.
R. Ward and G. Whisson (backs). - More experienced than the other defence players, they managed to hold things together when things were looking black.

M. White (back). - Played a hard vigorous game.
P. Mills and H. Pearcey (defence). - Both held their men all day and did not let up for a minute.
J. Haas (centre). - After a shaky start, completely shat out the centre Melbourne, and showed him how to play the game in the second quarter.
G. Ward (attacks). - Played a good attacking game, scored two goals, and helped to score many more.
N. Nobe (attacks). - Reserve who was brought on at one minute after the start. Although he played intervarsity lacrosse in the morning, he was still going at the end of the match, and was always around when needed.
J. Harrison (forward). - Scored four goals and was our best player. He arguments the forwards into the team which completely over-ran the Melbourne forwards.
P. Harrisson and B. Beulher (forward). - Scored three and two goals respectively. Both played very well and contributed largely to Adelaide's win.
N. Knaus. - Unfortunately had to leave the field a few minutes after the start, with an injured back.

The following were chosen to represent the Combined Universities: Victoria, E. Ward (capt.), G. Maun- day, J. Jenk, G. Ward, J. Harrison, P. Harrisson.

The result was: Virgin 19, Combined Vassar 11. South Australian players were J. Harrison and G. Ward 2.


Baseball Triumph

Harley Smart outstanding
Eight players did not make the arse and the batting average for the whole team was .326. The batting averages were also high: Evans, 353 (2nd highest), Fuller and Beulher all batting over 400. Smart was outstanding with an average of .500, six home hits including a home run and three three-baggers.

On the occasion of the Combined, 15 Combined Universities after was chosen and in it were included, fewer Adelaide (Macbeth, Smart, pitcher), Quintrell (2nd base), Fuller (first base) and Page (left-field).

MELOURNE SURPRISE
Melbourne surprised in the second match of the day by defeating Sydney 7 runs to 6. This was combined with their overwhelming 30 runs to 2 victory over Queensland on the last day of the carnival the match the position interesting. This victory was won them with such a good percentage that Adelaide would virtually have to defeat Sydney to win the series. This they did by defeating Sydney 22 runs to 6.

Stricker batting was the key, Adelaide's 16 safe hits being about just in the visitor. The general play of the Adelaide side was very good throughout the three days.

The Most Honoured Picture in History
"The Best Years of Our Lives"
With Frederic March, Myrna Loy, Dana Andrews, Teresa Wright. Wrap-up Here.
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ENGLISH, SCOTTISH AND AUSTRALIAN BANKS TRAVEL DEPARTMENT
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BIG BOOK SALE
EVERY DAY
UNTIL SEPTEMBER 18
Thousands of books to be sold, ranging from classic fiction to latest fad only. This is your chance to buy your home library.

Argonaut
BOOK SHOP
24 NORTH TERRACE, ADELAIDE
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On the front page of the Adelaide University Student's Representative Council newsletter, the main article is titled "DEBATERS LOSE FINAL". The article discusses the All-Australian University Debating Congress held in Sydney during the vacation, where the Adelaide team was victorious. The report mentions that the Adelaide team was a strong contender, and their victory in the final round was a testament to their hard work and dedication.

The article then goes on to discuss the general atmosphere of the debating competition, highlighting the competitive nature of the event and the efforts of the students to excel in their presentations. The final round was particularly intense, with the Adelaide team facing tough opposition from other universities.

The article concludes by giving credit to the students and staff involved in the preparation and execution of the debate, emphasizing the importance of teamwork and the value of such events in fostering public speaking skills and critical thinking.

The overall tone of the article is positive, celebrating the achievements of the Adelaide team and the broader community of debaters. The language used is formal, adhering to the conventions of a university newsletter, and the content is clear and accessible to a wide audience interested in debating and public speaking.
PACKED STREETS SEE PROCESSION

Any misgivings that the Annual Procession would fail to reach the balcony (or despite of last year's first-class weather) were quickly dispelled, when unceasing thunders, by Friday the 18th, "Varsity" students from all faculties hailed the annual event as a success.

Windows, balconies and stationary buses were utilized as vantage points by Adelaide hundreds, always of some 50,000 people, who enjoyed the full enjoyment of vantage points.

Next came the oriel seat of the "Varsity," and their "travelers," representing "The Goodwin" and "The Bathers," peeping from behind the Fine Dishes of B.R. Steel, tied up a jeep (no trouble from the American sector).

ST. MARKS

The distinguished "St. Mark's Irregulars" equipped with labor squad, under mobile suit, very tall placards and even a camp follower ("Kiss me ONLY, St. Pat's") set spectacles roaring... Topical sporting activities figured prominently in "The Brown, bare the sign, "How to Ride a Camel," and "Willy B. Spitz." An attempt to retrieve his Efficiency for the ride, was frustrated by police at the Government House drive. "He's gone out, anyway," the police told "Flops came first and fastest at the finish, W.A.S.K. Headquarters was represented by an oblong the bullets by bareaab-Thrones bearing the notice "Finished with Frosts." A smartly cuffed by the "Chair of Vastal El- der." Science brought up the rear of the procession with several sets of ants protruding from an old bureau, bearing the superimposition, "The strength of the trouble in Praise." The end in view was a representation of the Stern group.

Olympic Dumas," who had to show their pace to escape the attention of the "world's champion best-stroker," who galloped in their wake. Surprisingly enough, this exploit was not represented, the public being allowed the unique form of seeing Miller drop away in slips. Skits on the mashing full figure were well received. A minstrel "Burk Hill," and a huge "Tank car," were turned through the streets. A further Law Faculty suit on the "Lovely Legal" Motherhood Queen looked well, as the village gushers opened it before it left the grounds.

DENTISTS GIVE HIGHLIGHTS

Dentists provided the suitable (and not on rubies) highlights of the day. "Chud," made several "Free Extractions" from a blooming dummy, mounted on a dentist's chair, while as the following footlights prospects patients with "Indoors false denter," and long and deep often the augend gentlemen, "the Lenny Fish- erman" was saved. The "Lenny" from the first, complete with "Quixote and Pansy," was second.

PROCESSION POINTS

Sir—The Procession has come and gone, and the general feeling is "not as good as last year." The main points noticed were:

1. Too many posters bent and bruised by the wind, and so on. They must be stiffened by bars of wood, etc., and the writing must be legible and large.

2. The streets showed lack of preparation. They were too hastily consolated. The Arts float in particular was a good example of a brilliant float hastily executed. Next year students should start preparing much earlier.

3. Don Thompson's "brass over the ground, and the water-fight activities of two students are ideas that should be enlarged on. There were not enough streamers and lights. As it was Adelaide justoped—but maybe they are used in that way.

4. R. EDWARDS.

NO. 2. CONGRESS

VALLEYSIDE, SOUTH QUEENSLAND COAST

January 29, 1949

Theatre for about 20.

Tickets at the Congress

National Hotel

NOW AVAILABLE! — NOW AVAILABLE!

DIRECTING DUTIES MICROSCOPIC IDEAS, COVER SLIPS

W. RAMSAY (SURGICAL) PTY. LTD.

11 AVONFOUN STREET, ADELAIDE,—FIRST WITH THE LATEST.
Letters to the Editor - - -

ENTERTAINMENT TAX

SIR,—Following several demands in the Press for an 
entertainment tax to meet the exigencies of the war, I am 
borne out by the recent proceedings of the county council in 
Southwark that it has been necessitated. It is a matter of 
regret that a tax has at all been put on the public, but it is 
not at the same time a matter of wonder as to what it will 
be. I would, therefore, ask the council to consider the matter 
in the light of public opinion and to remove the tax as soon as 
possible.

Yours faithfully,

SIR,—I am sure that the suggestion of an entertainment tax is 
not without its merits, but I am afraid that it will be difficult to 
collect it. The difficulty lies in the fact that the tax is levied on 
the public, and it is hardly fair to impose such a tax on the 
people who are trying to support themselves.

Yours faithfully,

SIR,—In view of the recent developments, I am glad to see 
that the council has decided to increase the entertainment tax. 
I believe that this tax is necessary to meet the exigencies of the war, and I am confident that it will be collected with great 
success.
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